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English 3401, Methods of Teaching Composition in Secondary Schools
Course Policy and Syllabus
Fall 2020
Instructor: Dr. Elizabeth Tacke

Office: Coleman Hall 3325
Office Hours: TBD

Emait: etacke@eiu.edu

Catalogue Description:
Approaches to the teaching of composition in junior-and senior high schools. Includes five hours of on-site,
pre-clinical experiences. Prerequisites include English 1002 & English 2901. (3-0-3, WI, 3 credits)

Course Description:
This course explores various best practices and approaches to teaching evaluating written composition in
secondary schools. Course work will consist primarily of reading and responding to pedagogical texts,
applying the findings in such to contemporary educational concerns, and crafting/modeling instructional tools
both independently and cooperatively in ways that mirror professional learning communities. The required
work for this course includes crafting lesson plans, thematic units, a course design, and various reflective
essays. This course requires on-site observation hours and the live-text submission of one required
assignment (Unit Plan).

Course Objectives
Following the NCTE Guidelines and Illinois Content Standards, after the completion of this course, students
will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Demonstrate how reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing, and thinking are interrelated;
Recognize the impact of cultural, economic, and social environments upon language;
Show a respect for an understanding of diversity in language use/patterns/dialects across Cultures,
ethnic groups, geographic regions, and social settings;
Demonstrate the influence of language and visual images on thinking and composition;
Demonstrate how written discourse can influence thought and action;
Display an understanding of the role of technology in communication;
Use major sources of research and theory and understand the relationship between research and
practice;
Examine, evaluate, and select resources for classroom use and teacher planning;
Design instruction to meet the needs of all students and provide for students' continuous progress
and success;
Organize classroom environments and learning experiences that promote effective whole class,
small group, and individual work;
Create learning environments that promote respect for and support of individual differences of
ethnicity, race, language, culture, gender, and ability;
Use assessment as an integral part of instruction and learning.

Required Texts and Materials
Applebee, Arthur N., and Judith Langer. Writing Instruction that Works: Proven Methods for
High School and Middle School Classrooms. Teachers College Press, 2011.
Atwell, Nancy. In the Middle: New Understandings about Writing, Reading, and Learning. 2 nd ed.
Heinemann, 1988.
Hillocks, George. Teaching Argument Writing, Grades 6-12. Heinemann, 2011.
Hicks, Troy. Crafting Digital Writing: Composing Texts across Media and Genre. Heinemann, 2013.
Kirby, Dan, et al. Inside Out: Strategies for Teaching Writing. 4th ed. Heinemann, 2013.
Maxwell, Rhoda J. and Mary Jordan Meiser. Teaching English in Middle and Secondary Schools. 4th ed.
Pearson, 2005.
Noden, Harry. Image Grammar: Using Grammatical Structures to Teach Writing. Heinneman, 2011.
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Romano, Tom. Fearless Writing: Multigenre to Motivate and Inspire. Heinemann, 2013.
*Note: Additional required readings will be available on D2L.

Materials
Reliable Internet service, D2L, Microsoft Office software (Word, PowerPoint, etc.), electronic devices & cloud
b?tck-up space storing written work.
Course Requirements
You must complete all major assignmen·ts, including clinical experience hours, to be eligible to pass the
class. Major assignments include all assignments except for most daily work and response papers.
Attendance is mandatory and will be factored into your grade. However, due to COV.ID-19, makeu,Ps for
absences from online synchronous sessions due to illness, etc., can be negotiated with me. Detailed ·
assignment instructions and scoring rubrics will accompany all major assignments as the course progresses.
In accordance with NCTE content-area guidelines, five clinical experience hours, in addition to required
College of Education hours, are required for course completion. However, because of our current pandemic,
you will be required to complete an alternative to the normal clinical hours expectations (form TBD). Also,
College of Education Live Text requirements will apply to one required course assignment (The Unit Plan).
COVID-19 Special Requirements and Considerations .
Because of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, course policies and forms of content-delivery will be more
flexible. In addition, it is of the utmost importance that we as a learning community protect our health-both
our own and one another's. EIU's COVID-19 campus practices-including face coverings, avoiding campus
if sick, sanitizing surfaces, social distancing, and hand washing-are based on the best available public
health guidance. As a faculty member, I am responsible for ensuring students engage in practices that
reduce risk. If you are unable to follow EIU's COVID-19 guidelines, you may be asked to leave class or
office hours as compliance with public health guidance is essential. Accommodations for instruction and
make-up work will be made for students with documented medical absences according to IGP #43

Overall Grade Breakdown
Your grade will be based on your work in the following categories:
1. Major Assignments (60% of total course grade). See details below and on all major prompts on D2L: ·
1) Assignment #1: Writing Pedagogy Essay (100 points)
2) Assignments #2-#5: Unit Plan Project (400 points)
a. #2 Unit Plan Overview and Culminating Writing Task & Evaluative Tool
b. #3 Unit Plan Writing Sequence, Minilesson, and Graphic Organizer
c. #4 Unit Plan Calendar and 3-Day Teach Lesson Plans
d. #5 Full Unit Plan+ Rationale and Reflection
3) Assignment #6: Evaluation Simulation & Reflection Assignment (100 points)
4) Assignment #7: Professional Portfolio (100 points)

2.

Participation, Daily Work and Minor Projects (25% of total course grade)
Response Papers/Discussion Posts: Respond to assigned readings as required. Using MLA. cite all
sources that you reference.
Participation: Points will be given onattendance, participation in online class activities, and course
preparation. Points may be deducted· due to lack of participation, failure to be prepared with readings or
other needed materials, and/or behavior that distracts from classroom activities. After three absences,
each additional absence will also result in a penalty of one full letter grade from your final.
Daily Work: Daily work includes in-class writing, peer responses, informal group work, oral
presentations, and individual activities.
Quizzes: Potential short assessments to determine understanding of key concepts from assigned
readings and class discussion.
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3. Peer Review and other Minor Projects (15% of overall grade}
Consider your peers as you would your future colleagues. They often say it takes a village to teach, and
I am a firm believer in collaboration and reflection: two elements you can practice with peer review. You
will be responsible for workshopping the majority of your major projects. You will receive points for each
review session and its attending parts (peer letters or attending peer review graphic organizers,
workshop participation, etc.).
Major Assignments at a Glance
Assignment 1: Writing Pedagogy Paper, due September 20
Select an area of writing pedagogy to research. Based on substantive research on your chosen topic,
prepare a professional, argument-based paper in MLA style on the issue or practice you selected. Include a
Works Cited page. Blend information from your research with assigned readings and your experiences with
students to make an assertion. (5-7pgs, 1250-1750 words)
Assignment 2: Unit Plan Overview, Culminating Writing Prompt & Evaluative Tool, due October 4
Your unit overview will give an outline of the unit you will develop over the course of this semester. The unit
plan overview should include your Essential Questions (EQ), Learning Targets (L Ts), and a rationale for the
use of the EQ and LTs with the text you've chosen. You will be required to develop LTs for writing,
language, speaking, listening, and reading. You will design this unit for a secondary ELA classroom.
Therefore, you will need to select the pertinent Common Core Standards to develop your LTs. You will also
create a writing prompt to be used as the summative assessment for your unit. This writing prompt should
allow students to demonstrate their learning of the LTs you chose for your unit. You will also create or
modify for your purposes an evaluative tool to use with your writing prompt. This assignment will become a
part of your final unit plan.
Assignment 3: Writing Instructional Sequence, Mini-Lesson, and Graphic Organizer, due October 1B
You will create a sequence of at least twelve separate writing activities that you backwards design from your
culminating writing prompt. These sequenced tasks-from an introductory activity and prewriting through the
final draft-will provide scaffolds for your students to successfully complete the summative. In addition, you
will identify one particular writing strategy, and create a minilesson that teaches and scaffolds this strategy
for students. Within that minilesson, you will create or adapt a graphic organizer to support the writing
process. This assignment will become a part of your unit plan.
Assignment 4: Unit Calendar and Three-Day Lesson Plans, due November 1
Your unit calendar will sketch out your 4-6-week unit of study. For this calendar, you will plot out the daily
pieces of your sequenced, backward-designed unit, using your summative and the EQ and LTs you've
chosen. You will need to consider each day's focus (what students will learn and/or be able to do as a result)
and the activities (lectures, minilessons, guided practice, independent practice, role plays, skits, group work,
small group or whole class discussions, SSR, etc.) that will be a part of the day's lesson. The activities
should include enough description that it is clear what is happening during the day's lesson. In addition, you
will choose a three-day sequence from your calendar and develop in-depth lesson plans, using our lesson
planning template. This assignment will become a part of your unit plan.

Assignment 5: Finalized Unit Plan+ In-Depth Rationale, due November 15
In addition to making revisions on each subsequent piece of your Unit Plan, you will also need to write an.
approximately 5-page, in-depth, and research-based rationale and introduction to your unit that includes an
audience description (e.g. student background, developmental stages) and a persuasive argument as to
why the theme/topic you have chosen will serve this student audience well. In addition to addressing a set of
particular topics, you will need to explain what students will gain from completing the unit and why those
gains are important. In addition, you will need to include a complete Works Cited, a Common Core
Alignment Sheet, and a Reflection. *Note: The Unit Plan will be submitted initially on the due date and then
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revised for the Professional Portfolio and submitted again via Live Text to complete the course
requirements.
Assignment 6: Writing Evaluation Simulation and Reflection, portions due November 19 and
November 29
You will participate in a grading simulation that includes grading a set of composition essays, recording the
time that it takes to complete this task, and reflecting on the experience and your state of mind at various
points throughout the process.
Assignment 7: English 3401 Professional Portfolio, due _ _ _ _ _ __
Compile a collection of professional documents and teaching materials that demonstrates your preparation
for a teaching position. Included within this will be:
• Table of Contents
• Composition Teaching Philosophy
• Resume
• Clinical Experience Pedagogy Reflection Essay
• Unit plan
• Evidence of professional organization membership.
Thoughts on Effective Participation and D2L
The success of our course depends on each of you being prepared to participate:
Effective participation entails being an engaged reader. As you're reading materials for class, please
adopt whatever strategies will enable you to stay alert and active as a reader, such as:
" underlining or flagging important passages and key phrases
11
writing key words at the top of various pages
.
'" writing notes in the margins of pages or in a reading journal
11
jotting down questions that you want to raise about the reading
" listing pages or specific passages that contain especially confusing or intriguing material
Effective participation entails being an engaged listener and balanced contributor. If you tend to
talk a lot in class, please try to leave room for other students to speak. If you tend to be quiet in class,
please make an effort to add to our conversation. Participation can take many forms, including:
" offering a comment or reflection about the readings during class
" posing a question or responding to others' questions
identifying a passage or section that you want to investigate more thoroughly
" sharing an insight from your writing assignment
• posting an observation or question on our online course site
making links between our discussions and issues within larger contexts
" listening carefully and respectfully to other students' contributions
11

11

Suggestions for effective 02L posts or reading responses:
" select a passage, issue, or theme from a text and analyze its significance within the context of
teaching practices or philosophies
" identify a particular practice or philosophy presented in a text(s) and consider its benefits and/or
limitations or how you might adopt it and why
11
create a discussion question for another sh.1dent to answer
" sort out the central arguments, assumptions, contradictions/tensions, or insights of a particular
practice/issue or argument of a text
'" create a conversation between two texts
11
grapple with a course-related question or issue that you find confusing, intriguing, or complex
" discuss links between our course materials and other context (i.e., texts from other courses, your
own learning experience, what you're seeing in your clinical hours, etc.)
Suggestions for creating successful responses to others' postings:
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■

"
■
■

"

engage thoughtfully and respectfully with your peer's questions and/or ideas
discuss how your peer's analysis has influenced or altered your own understanding of an issue or
practice
extend, complicate, or respectfully challenge your peer's ideas or analysis of an issue/practice
respond to a question that the peer's posting explicitly or implicitly raises
grapple with an insight, contradiction, or conundrum that emerges from your peer's post

Peer Review Workshops
The work of teaching and planning are social processes; both giving and receiving feedback about your
work enables us to develop our abilities as effective practitioners. In this spirit, workshops will play a central
role in our course. By identifying what is working and not working in each other's work, you will help each
other to clarify and strengthen your arguments. Commenting on others' work is also one of the best ways to
improve your own writing; identifying strengths and weaknesses in your peers' drafts will heighten your
awareness of strengths and weaknesses in your own work.
We'll have a range of different kinds of workshops throughout the semester. Some will be informal and will
require you to share draft documents and provide feedback in one sitting. At other times, you will submit
work to your peers in advance for more in-depth feedback.

Workshops will be on major projects. I'll assign you to a particular peer review group or partner and ask
you to do the following:
• Submit (TBD: via D2L, email or Google Drive) a complete draft of your assignment to me and to your
group members by the date and time specified
" Before (or sometimes during) the workshop, read your peers' drafts and offer substantive feedback in
the form of a typed letter or graphic organizer and shorter feedback on the draft itself. I'll distribute
guidelines for each peer review session.
" Your peer review comments will also be submitted online for points.
It is crucial that you attend your peer review workshops and submit complete drafts .
., Missing a workshop or failing to give feedback warrants a loss of points
11
A draft is a work-in-progress, and you'll be substantially revising your drafts based on the feedback that
you receive. However, your peers can only offer you helpful feedback if you give them a complete draft
in which you have done your best to meet the requirements of the assignment.
University, Course, and Instructor Policies
Grading Standard:
I will grade your work using the following scale:

A
93-100

B+
87-89.99

C+
77-79.99

D+
67-69.99

B
83-86.99

C
73-76.99

D
63-66.99

Late Submission of Work:
Unless you notify me in advance (note "advance"
is at least 48 hours before the due date) about
DBCAextenuating circumstances that will prevent you
60-62.99
80-82.99
70-72.99
90-92.99
from submitting projects on time, I'll lower your
grade for the assignment by one letter for each day that it is late. For instance, if you submit a "B"
assignment two days late, the highest grade you can receive will be a "D."
You'll receive credit for every minor assignment that you complete (i.e., discussion posts), but I'll provide
feedback for only a portion of these assignments.
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If you need to miss a class, please refer our D2L site and the syllabus for information about assignments
and content. Please utilize our open forum on D2L and/or contact me AFTER referring to D2L and our
syllabus if you need additional information.

Instructor Access and Response Time:
I look forward to meeting with you individually during office hours, and I encourage you to come to my office
hours throughout the term (whether online or in person). We can talk about your assignments, issues that
we've been discussing in class, any difficulties that you're having, and/or your future plans. If your schedule
conflicts with my weekly office hours, please let me know so that we can arrange to meet at another time.
In addition, communication via my etacke@eiu.edu email is also welcome. When using email, please follow
professional etiquette, including:
• A subject that contains the central question/purpose of email
• An email address and signature (i.e., Dear Professor X, This is Y from [course name] ... )
Although I am often on my email, please allow me from 24-36 hours to respond during normal business
hours (M-F: 9-5). I may likely need longer on weekends and holidays. Please note that you can expect
feedback and/or evaluation on smaller assignments within one week, and major assignments within 2-3
weeks.

Plagiarism:
Building on others' words and ideas is an essential element of effective scholarship. However, using
someone else's words, ideas, or work without proper attribution is plagiarism, and such an act is considered
a serious ethical violation within the university community. In accordance with English Department and
University policies, "Any teacher who discovers an act of plagiarism-The appropriation or imitation of the
language, ideas, and/or thoughts of another author, represented as one's original work' (Random House
Dictionary of the English Language)-has the right and responsibility to impose upon the guilty student an
appropriate penalty up to an including immediate assignment of the grade of F for the assigned essay, a
grade of NC for the course, and file a report with the Judicial Affairs Office." If you complete an assignment
for one course and then submit that same a~signment as original work for a different course, you are also
committing plagiarism.
The best argument against plagiarism is that you cheat yourself out of an education when you copy
someone else's work. If you believe that a specific instance in your writing/design might constitute
plagiarism, consult me prior to turning in the final draft. In short, students are expected to maintain principles
of academic integrity and conduct as defined in EIU's Code of Conduct
(http://www.eiu_,edu/judicial/studentcond_uctcode.php). Violations are reported to the Office of Student
Standards.

Accommodations for Disability and Chronic Illness:
Eastern Illinois University is committed to ensuring the full participation of all students, and I am committed
to making learning as accessible as possible for all of my students. If you are a student with a documented
disability in need of accommodations to fully participate in this class, please contact the Office of Student
Disability Services (OSDS). All accommodations must be approved through OSDS. If you have
accommodations through OSDS, please share this documentation with me as soon as possible, preferably
within the first few weeks of class. But I also want you to know that you should feel free to come and talk
about any particular needs that you have, and we can collaborate on a plan for your success. I will treat as
private and confidential any information that you share.
" Office of Student Disability Services (OSDS): Ninth Street Hall, Room 2006, 217-581-6583,
https://www.eiu.edu/disability/
Technology Support:
EIU has various support systems in place to help students with technology-based concerns. Please utilize
the below resources as needed throughout the semester.
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11

"

ITS Help Desk
Location: 1014 Student Services Building Phone: 217-581-HELP (4357)
Email: itshelp@eiu.edu
Web: http://its.eiu.edu/userservices.php
Booth Library Services
Phone: 217-581-6072
Toll Free: 1-866-862-6684 Web: http://www.library.eiu.edu

Student Success Center & Writing Center:
Students who are having difficulty achieving their academic goals are encouraged to contact the Student
Success Center (for assistance with time management, test taking, note taking, avoiding procrastination,
setting goals, and other skills to support academic achievement. The Student Success Center provides
individualized consultations.
" Student Success Center
Location: 9th Street Hall, Room 1302
Phone: 217-581-HELP (4357)
Web: www.eiu.edu/~success
The Writing Center is also a resource that students can utilize to improve their performance in this course.
The Writing Center may be holding online/virtual writing consultations or face-to-face consultations,
depending on access and availability.
" The Writing Center
Location: Coleman Hall, Room 3110
Phone: 217-581-5929
Web: http://castle.eiu.edu/writing
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Tentative Course Calendar
Note: This calendar is likely to change.

Unit #1: The Writing Process: Creating Writing Communities, Building Strong Writers
Week #1: The Status of Writing in Secondary Schools in the Common Core Era
Weekly Assignments
All readings by Wednesday:
•
Writing Instruction Chapters 2-3: "Writing Instruction in Schools
Today" & "Writing in the English Language Arts"
• In the Middle Chapter 1: "Learning How to Teach Writing"
• D2L: Gallagher Chapter 1: "Moving Writing to the Front Burner"
•
D2L: Common Core State Standards ELA Writing and
Speaking (thorough skim)
Discussion Posts:
1. Reflect on the reading assignments about educational trends
concerning teaching writing: 1) What surprised you, 2) What
didn't surprise you, and 3) What are your thoughts on
Gallagher's idea of "selling the importance of writing" before
teaching writing skills?
2. After you (re)familiarize yourself with the ELA CCSS standards,
reflect on some of the strands and standards that you feel both
better prepared to teach and less prepared to teach. What
seems exciting, worrisome, challenging? Where do you think
you need more professional development?

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Aug 24

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Course Expectations & Syllabus
overview
2. Online learning open discussion
3. Introduce Writing Pedagogy Paper &
D2L Profiles
Wednesday Aug 26
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Clinical Hours Expectations
2. Building Course Norms
3. D2L Breakout Sessions & Google
Drive Notes: Weekly Reading
Reflection
4. KWH Chart
Friday Aug 28
DUE:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.

Assignments Handed Out:
• Writing Pedagogy Paper (PWP) Prompt (Proposal due Wed
9/2 by 11 :59pm; Final due Sun 9/20 by 11 :59pm)
• D2L Student Teacher Profile (Due Friday 9/4 by 5pm)
Week #2: Cultivating Writing Environments
Weekly Assignments
All readings by Wednesday:
•
Teaching English Chapter 6: "Teaching Composition"
• Inside Out Chapter 3: "Establishing a Classroom Environment
and Building Community"
Discussion Posts:
1. From the readings completed thus far this semester, what have
you learned about crafting an environment that will cultivate
successful writing? Then, imagine your own classroom. What
practices and routines do you want to set up to establish a
writing climate and why?
2. When and how did you learn how to write? What are some best
practices you experienced from a student perspective? What
do you want to bring to your writing instruction? What do you
want to avoid? Why?
• Don't forget to post your Student Profile by Friday at 5pm and
reply to at least two of your peers' profiles by Sunday 9/6 at
9pm.

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Aug 31

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Pedagogy Paper Proposal Questions
2. Creating a Writing Community

Wednesday Sept 2

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Overview of Professional Portfolio
Expectations
2. Breakout Sessions + Google Drive
Notes on Writing Communities
Due:
• PWP Proposals due Wednesday
night at 11 :59pm to D2L Dropbox
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Friday Sept 4
Assignments Handed Out:
ID
English 3401 Professional Portfolio (Due-----')

DUE:
ID
All discussion posts due by Thursday
Assignments Due
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
ID
Topics for Writing Pedagogy Paper due via D2L Dropbox
Friday at 5pm.
Wednesday 9/2 at 11 :59pm
• D2L Profiles due by 5pm. Respond to
• D2L Student Teacher Profile (Due Friday 9/4 by 5pm)
peers' profiles by Sunday (9/6) at 9pm.
Week #3: Scaffolding Writing Instruction: Writing at Different Stages and for Different Purposes
Weekly Assignments
All readings by Wednesday:
• Inside Out, Chapter 4-5: "Writing Pathways" & "Identifying
Good Writing and Emphasizing Voice"
•
Teaching English, Chapter 8: "Writing for Learning"
• D2l: Romano, "Writing Process in Theory"
Discussion Posts:
1. You're a new ELA teacher and you get to plan your first writingfocused unit. What is your final writing summative assessment?
What is the genre and purpose of the assessment? Why? What
will you need to make sure you cover to get students to this
point? (Tip: Reflect on what you know about backward design!)
2. After completing Discussion Post #1, reflect on this week's
readings. If we are to start with the end in mind, what sort of
unit does your writing summative assessment fit into? What
sorts of classroom activities or smaller writing assignments will
you need to adopt to help students achieve success in the final
writing assessment? Cite at least three examples, tasks, or
theories from the readings this week to support your thinking.
Assignments Handed Out:
• Unit Plan Overview with all due dates
• Unit Plan Assignment #2: Unit Overview & Culminating Writing
Task and Evaluative Tool

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday: No class! (Synchronous
sessions held Wed/Fri this week!)
Wednesday Sept 9
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Introduction to Writing Practices and
Routines to Foster Writing
Communities
2. Breakout Sessions+ Google Drive
Notes

Friday Sept 11
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Overview of Unit #II Unit Plan+
Assignment #2

Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.
• Work on your Writing Pedagogy Paper!

Unit #II: Best Practices for instructional Design & Writing Instruction
Week #4: Backward Planning-Unit Development
Weekly Assignments
"The end is where we start from." -T. S. Eliot

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Sept 14

Readings due Monday:
• Teaching English, Chapter 13: "Developing Units"
• D2l: Understanding by Design: Chapter 1: "Backward Design";
• D2l: Samples: Unit Plan Assignment #2

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Overview of Unit Plan Assignment
#2 + Sample
2. Review of Backward Design: Group
Breakout Sessions + Google Drive
Notes

Readings due Wednesday:
D2L: Bloom's Taxonomy, Active Language for Learning
Targets

•

Due:
• Submit your PWP Rough Drafts with
focus questions to your peer
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•

D2L: Understanding by Design (Excerpts): Chapter 2 excerpts:
"Understanding as a Noun" and "Expert Blind Spots"; and
Chapter 5: "Essential Questions: Doorways to Understanding"

Discussion Posts:
1. After our synchronous session on Essential Questions and
Learning Target language and reading the excerpts from UbD,
think about the summative writing prompt you created in Week
#3. First, copy and paste it into your discussion post (feel free
to make changes!) Second, what sort of unit might it fit in?
Draft an essential question that drives this imagined unit.
Third, after you (re)familiarize yourself with the CCSS for ELA
from our Week #1 reading, identify a few specific CCSS
strands that you feel your prompt addresses and explain how
your writing assessment aligns with those standards and your
essential question.
2. Backward Planning and Unit Plan Assignment Reflection: After
reading through the Unit Plan Assignment Overview alongside
our readings, what seems exciting? Worrisome? Challenging?
What supports and review do you think you need?

reviewer by 5pm Monday 9/14.
(Form TBD).
Wednesday Sept 16
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Overview of Learning Targets and
Essential Questions
2. In-class Practice and Work: Unit
Overview

Due:
• Submit your PWP Rough Draft Peer
Review Sheets and in-text
comments to your peer review
partner by 5pm Wednesday 9/16.
(Form TBD).
Friday Sept 18
Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.

Assignments Due:
•
WPP Peer Review Drafts to Partners (Monday 9/14 5pm)
•
WPP Peer Review Complete {Wednesday 9/16 5pm)
•
DUE SUNDAY 9/20 by 11:59pm: Writinq Pedaqo~w Paper
Week #5: Backward Planning-Developing Aligned Writing Assessments
Weekly Assignments
''The endis where we start from." -T. S. Eliot

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Sept 21

All readings by Monday:
• Inside Out, Chapters 6-7: "Authentic Writing" & "Crafting
Essays"
•
D2L: Popham, "What's Wrong-And What's Right-with
Rubrics"
•
D2L: Hillocks, Chapter 7: "The Art of Planning: Some Basics"

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Introduction to Summative Writing
Tasks and Rubrics
2. Group Breakouts + Google Drive
Notes

Discussion Posts:
1. Reflect on your in-progress Unit Overview and your
Culminating Writing Task and your tool for evaluation. Then,
pose a few questions your peers may be able to offer insight or
perspective about. (Make sure to offer enough context for your
peers to be able to understand your questions!)
2. After completing the readings this week, reflect on a time you
received exceptional writing feedback and a time you didn't.
What are things that helped you as a writer improve your
practice? Why?
Assignments Due:
•
Peer Review Drafts Unit Plan Assignment #2 for Peer Review
Groups Wednesday 9/23 by 8pm
Assignments Handed Out:
•
Unit Plan Assignment
Instructional Sequence, Mini-Lesson,
and Graphic Organizer

Due:
D2L Dropbox: Writing Pedagogy
•
Paper due Sunday 9/20 by
11:59pm
Wednesday Sept 23
Agenda:
1. Overview Unit Plan Assignment #3
2. Questions+ Prep for Friday Peer
Review
3. Best Practices: Writing Tasks &
Evaluative Tools

Due:
Unit Plan Assignment #2 Peer Review
Drafts by 8pm to partners and to D2L
Dropbox
Friday Sept 25
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Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Online Peer Review Groups: Unit
Plan Overview and Cumulative
Writing Prompt & Evaluative Tool

Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.
Week #6: Backward Planning-Scaffolding, Differentiated Instruction, and Universal Design
Weekly Assignments
Readings due Monday:
• D2L: Hillocks, "Sequencing"
Readings due Wednesday:
• D2L: Dolmage, "Universal Design: Places to Start"
• Inside Out, Chapter 12: "Writing about Literature and Other
Texts"

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Sept 28
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Introduction to Sequencing with Unit
#3 Assignment + Sample

Wednesday Sept 30
Discussion Posts:
1. Reflect on this week's required readings to consider: What are
the connections between carefully sequenced/scaffolded
instruction and the philosophies of Universal Design? What
major takeaways might you want to consider for your
Composition Teaching Philosophy (a part of your final
portfolio)?
2. Consider the next Unit Plan (Assignment #3): What sorts
of activities or lessons might be helpful to include in your
sequence? Why? How will these activities/lessons implement
the philosophies of Universal Design and help your students to
be able to successfully complete their summative writing task?

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Introductions to Universal Design +
Writing Task Audit
2. Group Breakout Sessions:
Sequencing Activities Brainstorm

Friday Oct 2
Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.

Assignments Handed Out:
11
Unit Plan Assignment #3: Unit Plan Writing Instructional
Sequence, Mini-Lesson, and Graphic Oroanizer
Week #7: Effective Practices by Design: Modeling Instruction in Mini-Lessons and Facilitating
Academic Discourse
Weekly Assignments
Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Oct 5
Readings due Monday:
11
D2L: Michaels & O'Conner, "Talk Science Primer"
Synchronous Session Agenda:
11
D2L: Napell, "Six Common Non-Facilitating Teaching
1. Introduction to Facilitating
Behaviors"
Discussion
Readings due Wednesday:
Due:
11
In the Middle, Chapter 6: "Minilessons"
• Unit Plan Assignment #2: Unit
Introduction and Cumulative Writing
Discussion Posts:
Task & Evaluative Tool due Sunday
1. After our discussion about facilitating academic discussions,
10/4 by 11:59pm
choose a text either from your working unit or from a book
Wednesday Oct 7
often taught in secondary school. Develop a few questions for
a whole-class discussion, that will help students into, through,
Synchronous Session Agenda:
and beyond discussion.
1. Minilesson Modeling
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2.

Identify a portion of your in-progress writing instructional
sequence that might need an explicitly-guided minilesson.
What is the minilesson? What specific skills will need to be
modeled by the teacher? How will your minilesson support the
writing sequence learning targets?

2.

Google Drive+ Breakout Sessions
on Sequencing Tasks

Friday Oct 9

Due:
Assignments Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
• Unit Plan Assignment #2: Unit Introduction and Cumulative
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Writing Task & Evaluative Tool due Sunday 10/4 by 11:59pm
Friday at 5pm.
Week #8: The Role of Grammar Instruction in the ELA Classroom: Descriptive Grammar, English
Language Learners, and Teaching Grammar in Context
Weekly Assignments
All readings by Friday (for discussion posts; discussion continued
Week #9):
• D2L: Curzan, "Says Who? Teaching and Questioning the
Rules of Grammar"
• D2L: Weaver, Grammar to Enrich and Enhance Learning,
Chapters 2-3: "What Works in Teaching Grammar" &
"Teaching Grammar Throughout the Writing Process"
• D2L: Weaver, Grammar to Enrich and Enhance Learning,
Chapter 14: "Code Switching"
Discussion Posts:
1. Reflect on your own grammar instruction in your schooling.
What did it look like? In concert, reflect on this week's readings
and your future classroom. How will you incorporate grammar
instruction in your course? Cite specific examples from this
week's readings.
Assignments Due:
•
Peer Review Drafts Unit Plan Assignment #3 for Peer Review
Groups Monday 10/12 by 8pm

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Oct 12
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Overview Unit #4 Assignment
2. Introduction to Lesson Plan
Templates & Calendars
3. Questions about Unit Plan
Assignment #3

Due:
•
Unit Plan Assignment #3 Peer
Review Drafts by 8pm to partners
and to D2L Dropbox
Wednesday Oct 14
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Online Peer Review Groups: Writing
Sequence, Minilessons, & Graphic
Oroanizer
Friday Oct 16: No class!

Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
F ridav at 5om.
Week #9: Developing Language Skills/ Review of Lesson Planning

Assignments Handed Out:
•
Unit Plan Assignment #4: Unit Calendar and 3-Day Teach
Detailed Lesson Plans

Soecific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Oct 19

Weekly Assignments
All readings by Monday:
• D2L: Palette, Teaching Grammar through Writing Chapter 5:
"Grammar Patterns: Poetry"
• Image Grammar, Chapter 1: "The Writer as Artist"
• D2L: Understanding by Design (Excerpts): Chapters 10-11:
"Teaching for Understanding" & "The Design Process"

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Unit #4 Samples + Critique
Grammar + Language Learners
Guest Lecture Prep

Discussion Posts:
1. Craft a creative writing prompt that would ask your students to
engage in your Unit's Essential Question or address the
prompt of your Cumulative Writing Task in a new way. Draft the
prompt, and then reflect. What would students need? How

Due:
•
Unit Plan Assignment #3: Unit Plan
Writing Instructional Sequence, Mini•
Lesson, and Graphic Organizer due
Sunday 10/18 by 11:59pm
Wednesdav Oct 21
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2.

would this creative approach enable deeper student
engagement and understanding?
Open forum: Post one or two questions about lesson planning
and your in-process Unit Plan Assignment #4 work. Respond
to at least two other peers' posts.

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Guest Speaker on Grammar, English
Language Learners, and Language
(TBD)

Assignments Due:
• Unit Plan Assignment #3: Unit Plan Writing Instructional
Sequence, Mini-Lesson, and Graphic Organizer due Sunday
10/18 by 11:59pm

Friday Sept 23

Weekly Assignments
All readings:
• Inside Out, Chapter 13: "Engaging with Nontraditional Texts"
• Crafting Digital Writing, Chapter 2 & 8: "Author's Craft, Genre
Study, and Digital Writing" & "Modeling and Mentoring the
Digital Writing Process"
• D2L: Banks-Kirkham, "Spotlight On: Multimodal Writing"
•
PICK ONE: Crafting Digital Writing, Chapter 3 or 7: "Crafting
Web Texts" or "Crafting Social Media"

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Oct 26

Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.
st
Week #10: 21 Century Communication Practices: Teaching Composition in the Digital Age

Discussion Posts:
• Reflect: What is the role of multimodal literacy and writing in
today's classroom? Identify an argument or practice in any of
this week's readings and respond. (Don't forget to cite!)
• Craft a multimodal prompt that would ask your students to
engage in your Unit's Essential Question or address the
prompt of your Cumulative Writing Task in a new way. Draft the
prompt, and then reflect What would students need? How
would this multimodal approach enable deeper student
engagement and understanding?
Assignments Due:
• Peer Review Drafts Unit Plan Assignment #4 Monday 10/26
Assignments Handed Out:
• Unit Plan Assignment
Revised and Finalized Unit Plan

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Questions about Unit Plan
Assignment #4
2. Overview Finalized Unit Plan
Assignment #5 + Sample
Due:
• Unit Pian Assignment #4 Peer
Review Drafts by 8pm to partners
and to D2L Dropbox
Wednesday Oct 28

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Online Peer Review Groups
Friday Oct 30

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Introductions to Multmodal
Composition + Sample Assignments
2. Breakout Groups + Google Drive
Notes
Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.

Unit #Ill: Evaluating Student Writing & the Effectiveness of Writing Instruction
Week #11: Approaches to Teaching Research Skills
Weekly Assignments
Readings due Monday:
• Fearless Writing, Sections 1-111 (pp. 1-133)

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Nov2

Synchronous Session Agenda:
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Readings due Wednesday:
•
D2L: Who Says? The Writer's Research, Chapter 4: "Who
Cares? Identifying the Problem"
• Teaching English, Chapter 9: "Writing Research Papers"
Discussion Posts:
1. Make a list of research-based skills you think students need
solid introduction and practice within secondary education.
How do multigenre and multimodal composition approaches
affect your thinking about how to conduct and teach research?
Assignments Due:
• Unit Plan Assignment #4: Unit Calendar and 3-Day Teach
Lesson Plans due Sunday 11/1 by 11 :59pm

1. Romano Breakout-Sessions +
Google Drive Notes
Due:
• Unit Plan Assignment #4: Unit
Calendar and 3-Day Teach Lesson
Plans due Sunday 11/1 by
11 :59pm
Wednesday Nov 4
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Teaching Research+
Argumentative Writing

Friday Nov 6
Due:
Assignments Handed Out:
• Final Unit Plans to Peer Review by
Friday 8pm (Form TBD)
• Revisit English 3401 Professional Portfolio (Due 12/11)
• All discussion posts due by
Thursday at 7pm. Respond to
peers' posts bv Fridav at 5pm.
Week #12: Traditional and Authentic Assessments: Responding to Student Writing
Weekly Assignments
All readings:
• Inside Out, Chapter 8: "Responding to Students' Writing"
• Teaching English, Chapter 12: "Evaluating English Language
Arts"
Discussion Posts:
1. What is the difference between evaluation and feedback? How
do you plan to incorporate both into your assessment
practices? Where do you feel you need more practice with
assessing student writing?
Assignments Handed Out:
• Writing Assessment Simulation Assignment (Parts 1-111)

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Nov 9

Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Online Peer Review Groups:
Finalized Unit Plan
Wednesday Nov 11
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Writing Assessment: Feedback vs.
Evaluation
Friday Nov 13
Essays for the Assessment
Simulation Part I Released

Due:
• All discussion posts due by
Thursday at 7pm. Respond to
peers' posts by Friday at 5pm.
Week #13: Conferencing and Peer Review
Weekly Assignments
All readings by Wednesday:
•
D2L: Chamberlain, "Workshop is Not For You"
•
D2L: VanDeWeghe, "Peer Response"
•
D2L: Romano, "The Crucial Role of Conferencing"

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Nov 16
No synchronous session today!
(Synchronous sessions held Wed/Fri
this week).

Discussion Posts:
Due:
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1. What are your thoughts on the Chamberlain and VanDeWeghe
readings regarding student peer review? What are explicit
practices you'd like to implement in your classroom? What
would you want to have students practice in response to your
particular Unit Plan Cumulative Writing Task?
2. What insights and questions do you have about teacher
conferencing?
Assignments Due:
• Unit Plan Assignment #5: Revised and Finalized Unit Plan due
Sunday 11/15 by 11:59pm
• Writing Assessment Simulation Assignment Part I due
Thursday, 11 /19 by 11 :59pm
Assignments Handed Out:
• Review Portfolio Expectations and LiveText Unit Plan
Submission

•

Unit Plan Assignment #5: Revised
and Finalized Unit Plan due
Sunday 11/15 by 11 :59pm
Wednesday Nov 18
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Simulated Online Writing
Conferencing Sessions
2. Group Breakout Sessions:
Conferencing & Peer Review
Friday Nov 20
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. In-class Writing Assessment
Simulation Reflection

Due:
• Writing Assessment Simulation
Assignment Part I due Thursday,
11/19 by 11:59pm
• All discussion posts due by
Thursday at 7pm. Respond to
peers' posts by Friday at 5pm.
Week #14: Assessing Student Comprehension & Writing Instruction

Weekly Assignments
All readings by Monday:
• D2L: EdTPA materials
• Inside Out, Chapter 11: "Grading, Evaluating, and Testing
Writing"
Discussion Posts:
1. How can you tell if your students are making growth in their
writing skills? What tools do you have? How can you tell if your
assessment tools are trustworthy?
Assignments Due:
• Writing Assessment Simulation Assignment Part 11-111 due
Sunday, 11/29 by 11 :59pm
• Peer Review Drafts English 3401 Professional Portfolio Peer
Review Groups Friday 12/4

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Nov 30
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Reflect on Writing Assessment
Simulations
2. Tracking Writing Trends Graphic+
EdTPA
Due:
• Writing Assessment Simulation
Assignment Part 11-111 due Sunday,
11/29 by 11 :59pm
Wednesday Dec 2
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Portfolio Questions
2. Sample Teaching Philosophies
Friday Dec 4
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Online Peer Review Groups

Due:
• Online Peer Review Groups:
Professional Portfolio
• All discussion posts due by
Thursday at 7pm. Respond to
peers' posts by Friday at 5pm.
Week #15: Entering the Education Profession
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Weekly Assignments
All readings:
• None! Work on your final projects .
Discussion Posts:
1. Reflect on your introduction to teaching composition and the
units and work you've prepared over the course of this term.
What specific skills do you think will be transferrable to other
teaching methods courses? What specific reading methods
professional development do you look forward to in English
3402?
Assignments Due:
• Professional Portfolio:
• LiveText Unit Plan Revision and Reflection:

Specific Due Dates & Agenda
Monday Dec 7
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Final Project Conference Groups
Wednesday Dec 9
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Final Project Conference Groups
Friday Dec 11
Synchronous Session Agenda:
1. Final Class Celebration + Reflection

Due:
• All discussion posts due by Thursday
at 7pm. Respond to peers' posts by
Friday at 5pm.
• Professional Portfolio
• Live Text Submission Unit Plan
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